Quick-Play
Teams and Roles
There are two teams: the Villager Team and the Forsaken Team. When a player dies, they must not
announce what team they were on, nor their specific role! The only time that a player’s Role/Team is
revealed is through the use of cards that use the term Peek to secretly view a player’s Role Card.
Commonfolk: (Villager Team) They have no abilities, and start the game with no information, besides
their own role. The Commonfolk’s goal is to determine the true nature of, not only those they travel
with, but the land itself.
The Oracle: (Villager Team) She doesn’t begin the game with any secret information, but on each
Night after the first, she wakes up to Peek at the Role Card of the player of her choice.
The Navigator: (Villager Team) He begins the game with the knowledge of the Destination of his choice.
On each subsequent Night after the first, he wakes up to Peek at the Destination Card of his choice.
The Forsaken: (Forsaken Team) They start the game with knowledge of who their Forsaken teammates
are, as well as the decision of where each face-down Destination should be placed.
The Coward: (Forsaken Team) He begins the game with the identities of the Forsaken, however they
don’t know his identity. He is on the Forsaken Team and wins if they win, but is not a Forsaken.

Destinations
There are eight Destinations cards, placed face-down in Destination Slots by the Forsaken during Night
One. The Destination Slots are the squares on the outer edge of the board, marked by a red border.
Six Destinations are Dead Ends. The other two are the Village and the Void, which end the game
immediately if navigated to.
In addition to the eight destinations, you can also navigate to the eight squares with a golden border,
the Excavation Sites. If you land here, flip the top card of the Artifact Deck and claim your reward.

Win Conditions
The Forsaken Team wins if the ratio of Forsaken to Villagers is 1:1 or better in favor of the Forsaken,
OR if anyone leads the group to the Void.
The Villager Team wins if they kill each and every Forsaken, OR if anyone leads the group to the Village.

Setup
Choose which roles you want to include, and the role distribution. The ratio of Villagers roles to
Forsaken roles should be approximately 2:1 to 3:1. Deal out the Role Cards, face-down, and look at
your card. Ready the eight Destination cards. Thoroughly shuffle the Travelers Deck, the Forest Deck,
and the Artifact Deck.

Choose a Moderator
The Moderator will announce Night One of the game. The order in which the roles are awakened are:
the Forsaken, the Coward, the Navigator. If you’re a Commonfolk, you will not wake up in the Night.
These are the instructions:
1. Everybody, close your eyes.
2. Forsaken, wake up to see who your partners are, and, as a team, place the Destination Cards, facedown, in the Destination Slots of your choosing (30 seconds).
3. Forsaken, go back to sleep.
4. Forsaken, raise one hand up into the air so the Coward can identify you.
5. Coward, wake up and memorize the identities of the Forsaken (10 seconds).
6. Coward, close your eyes. Forsaken, put your hands down.
7. Navigator, wake up to peek at the face-down Destination Card of your choice (15 seconds).
8. Navigator, go back to sleep.
9. Everybody, wake up. It is now Day One.

You start the game in the center of the game board.

Day One
Players start by drawing three cards from the Travelers Deck. Choose a player at random to start the
first Turn Cycle/Day, and continue clockwise from that player. Each Turn Cycle is made up of six
player turns, and one Forest turn.

The Travelers Deck
Both teams’ resource for advancing their game plan, and the main deck that each player draws Action
cards from throughout the game. Slow Actions can only be played on your turn. Fast Actions can be
played any time, on any turn.
Navigation cards, such as Wander, let you lead the group from the center of the board, or another square
you’ve traveled to already, to a connecting square. Moving from one square to another is called Forging
a Path. Progress through the forest is marked by the Path tokens. When a player forges a path, he brings
the whole group with him, there are no individual paths, just the progress of the whole group. Your goal
is expand upon the network of paths that the group has forged.
Other Travelers Deck cards may help you make discoveries about other players’ identities and the
destinations, draw extra cards, form alliances, sabotage, accuse, or even assassinate other players, or
defend yourself from the dangers of the Forest.
Players who are sent to the Gallows with a Suspicion card must defend their innocence and answer the
group’s questions, or face their wrath (being lynched).
Once you formulate a game plan, decide who you trust and where you want to travel, and use the
Travelers cards to progress your strategy and advance the group towards the Destination that you believe
will win your team the game.

The Phases of a Player Turn
1. Draw Phase - Draw an additional card from the Traveler’s deck.
2. Action Phase - Play up to one Action card from your hand. In no particular order, you may also talk,
or strategize with the group and Forage (discard two Wanders to draw a card).
3. Fast Action Phase - The last chance for other players to play Fast Actions on your turn.

The Forest Turn
After six player’s turns, the Forest gets a chance to play a card. Flip the top card of the Forest Deck
into play, and see what it says. It will be painful, but if it’s an Encroaching Darkness, and no one can
put up any resistance, then you go to Night Two.
If you’re lucky, you may have multiple Turn Cycles without hitting an Encroaching Darkness. If the
Forest flips a card that doesn’t bring Night upon you, simply continue to the next Day (Turn Cycle).
The player who was next in the cycle from last turn now begins the current Turn Cycle. Keep track of
the turn cycle with the turn-counter on the game board.

Night Two and On
Should you fail to stop Encroaching Darkness, it is now Night Two - Choose a Moderator. These are
the instructions:
1. Everybody close your eyes.
2. Navigator, wake up and Peek at the face-down Destination Card of your choice (15 seconds).
3. Navigator, go back to sleep.
4. Oracle, wake up and Peek at the face-down Role Card of your choice (15 seconds).
5. Oracle, go back to sleep.
6. Forsaken, wake up and place the Death’s Doorstep token in front of the player of your choice (15 seconds).
7. Forsaken, go back to sleep.
8. Everybody, wake up. It is now Day Two.
If the you’re not playing with the Navigator or Oracle, simply skip those steps.
Players will get a chance to save the injured player before the action starts, but if they don’t, that player
is dead for good. The player who was next to go in the last Turn Cycle then starts the action.
The game continues this cycle of Day turn cycles and Night, until a team is victorious.

